




Reynard Street Neighbourhood House acknowledges the traditional
owners of the Coburg area in which we meet and work, the Wurundjeri
people.  We recognise their historical and continuing connection to
land, waterways and community. We pay our respect to them and
their culture, and to their Elders past and present.
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OUR MISSION
We create a welcoming place where everyone can learn, connect and play.

OUR VISION

A resilient, connected and healthy community.

OUR VALUES
Respect, Inclusion, Empowerment, Integrity

OUR HISTORY

Reynard Street Neighbourhood House (RSNH) is an incorporated, not-for-profit

organisation in South West Coburg, in the City of Moreland. We aim to

promote community wellbeing, reduce social isolation, and support and

encourage an inclusive, empowered and resilient local neighbourhood.

Founded in 1988, RSNH (formerly named Robinson Reserve  Neighbourhood

House) is managed by a Committee of  Management made up of local

residents who have an interest in the community. We receive funding from

various sources including Moreland City Council and the Victorian Government

to assist us in the running of programs and activities.
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I’m delighted to present my first Chairperson’s report for Reynard Street

Neighbourhood House (RSNH), for the 2019-2020 financial year. And what a

year it’s been! As I stepped into this role last October, following the resignation

of dedicated, long-standing Chairperson Maria Larubina, I certainly had no

idea what lay ahead for us in 2020 – none of us did. While the impacts of

COVID-19 have tested us all in different ways, this year has also highlighted our

team’s resilience, resourcefulness and hard work. Their passion to support our

diverse community and their ability to adapt quickly to the unfolding situation

has been outstanding.

First of all, my heartfelt thanks go to Lucy Eames, Hannah Evans, Kelly Davis,

Meri Carnovale and the rest of the team – both staff and volunteers. They’ve

consistently continued to engage with and provide vital services for our

community, even as those services have had to be adjusted to fit within our

COVIDSafe Plan. While we sadly had to suspend face-to-face group activities

such as our Friday community lunches and children’s playgroup, along with

other activities, we also successfully adapted some classes to an online format.

We’ve had to try new ways of doing things out of necessity, but this necessity

has also created other opportunities to engage with the community. The team

have made wellbeing phone calls to vulnerable and isolated friends of the

House, sewn face masks, and prepared an impressive 250 plus tasty and

nutritious free meals per week for locals in need. I’m incredibly proud of the

House’s contribution to our Moreland community during these extraordinary

times. Who could have imagined that our investment in renovating the kitchen

to a commercial standard earlier this financial year would stand us in such

good stead to provide emergency food relief during a pandemic?

The Government’s JobKeeper payments and the team’s proactiveness in

applying for relevant grants – along with Lucy and Owen’s careful stewardship,

and the ongoing support of our existing partners – has left the House in a far

better financial position than we anticipated back in March, despite the
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PHILIPPA DAY
CHAIRPERSON

need to stop delivering many of our income-generating services.

I’d like to acknowledge the contribution and commitment of our Committee of

Management members Erin Dale, Neryl Jeanneret, Owen Martin, Emily Mellon,

Kimberley Moran and Kat Thorn. In particular, I’d like to thank Kimberley for her

service, as she now steps down from the Committee after two years to care for

her newborn twin sons. It’s been a pleasure working with my fellow Committee

members this year – both in person and via Zoom – as we’ve navigated the

knowns and unknowns and made the best decisions we could based on the

information to hand.

I’d also like to thank Judy Lazarus from the Neighbourhood Houses Network, for

her ongoing support and guidance. The Committee of Management really

appreciated the practical and insightful governance training she gave us in

February, as well as the resources she’s shared with us.

Lastly, but not least, a warm thank you to Moreland City Council for their

initiative in setting up a new Chairpersons’ Roundtable via Zoom over the last

few months, to share information and ideas, and to strengthen the existing

relationships between Council staff and the Chairpersons of all the

Neighbourhood Houses in Moreland. These meetings have underlined the great

working relationships Lucy and the team already have with both the Council

and other local Houses.

Now, as Victoria springs back to life after a couple of ‘double doughnut’ weeks

(at the time of writing), we’re very much looking forward to re-opening our

doors and welcoming the wider Moreland community back into our spaces in

January 2021. Personally, I can’t wait to experience the happy bustle of activity,

friendly conversations, and delicious aromas that fill the House during

community lunches, as well as the tranquility and connectedness I feel in our

sensory garden.
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FUNDERS

Department of Health and Human Services

Department of Education and Training: Adult Community & Further

Education

Moreland City Council

We acknowledge the funding and support from the following Government

bodies:

KEY PARTNERS/RELATIONSHIPS
We would like to acknowledge and thank our partners and supporters:

Aboriginal Community Elder Services

AMES Coburg

atWork Australia

Back to Earth Initiative

Baptcare

Bendigo Community Bank - Strathmore 

Bunnings Coburg 

BUPA Coburg

Campbell Page Coburg 

Canopy Tree Care

Corrections Victoria

Jesuit Social Services

Moreland Energy Foundation Limited

Matchworks Brunswick

MAX Employment Brunswick 

Melbourne Polytechnic

Merlo Coffee 

Moreland Food and Garden Network

Moreland City Council Maternal and

Child Services

Moreland Community Gardening

Moreland Reconciliation

Network

Neighbourhood Houses Victoria

North West Neighbourhood

House Network

Open Table

Ray White Coburg

RMIT

Santa Maria College

St Antonine College

St Marys Indian Orthodox

Cathedral

Stotts College

Sydney Road Community

School

The Parish of the Presentation

of Our Lord

Veolia

Wintringham/Gilgunya

Workways



Who could have foreseen the year we had! From business as usual; completion

of a large capital works project, over 400 participants, volunteers, staff and

visitors to the house each week to a sudden halt to operations in March due to

COVID-19. 

The first half of the year saw the planning and commencement of a number of

new programs such as Sewing for Beginners, Life Drawing, Shared Reading

Group and an Inclusive Gardening Project. 

There has been a focus on capital improvements over the past 3 years at RSNH

and in December, culminated in major works to upgrade and install a

commercial kitchen. Funds from Moreland City Council, Department of Health

and Human Services and RSNH reserved funds enabled us to extend the

northern kitchen wall by 3 metres, installing new cupboards, shelving, a

mechanical exhaust, split system air conditioner, double sink and service

window to rear yard. The kitchen is now registered as a Class 2 Food Business

which allows us to conduct commercial kitchen activities, i.e. prepare and sell

high risk foods. The upgrade will also support our growing community lunches,

expand and foster a more diverse program and increase community

participation and access. 

Moreland Council performed some larger building maintenance works to

replace some rotten weatherboards in the courtyard, paint the back and front

office, install a new split system air conditioner in the kitchen and create

acoustic sound proofing with new sliding doors to divide the front room.
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Our application to The Community Shade Grant was successful to install a

permanent shade sail over the sandpit. Works were scheduled for February but

due to delays, will be completed in the next financial year.

The impact of the newly declared pandemic was felt on 20 March when the

first of a number of restrictions were announced. I am amazed and grateful for

the resilience and creativity with which our team of staff and volunteers have

shown in these unprecedented times. Our initial response was to get busy with

maintenance and care activities around the house such as oiling the deck,

weeding the backyard, planting in the community garden and giving our

courtyard a facelift. In April we capitalised on our recently upgraded kitchen

and commenced a Food Relief Program, providing over 250 pre-cooked

nutritious meals each week to those experiencing food insecurity.

The program has been supported by the COVID-19 Rapid Response Fund

Grants Program from Inner North Community Foundation to assist us to expand

our food relief activities ie purchase bulk staples, storage containers and a

commercial freezer.

Staff member, Hannah Evans took the initiative to set up a space at the house

to sew reusable 3-layer cotton masks for community members in need. These

have been popular and an important offer to people who may turn up for food

relief without a mask on!

Other COVID financial supports; JobKeeper, the Business Support Fund and

ATO’s Cashflow Boost have allowed us to continue operations, focusing on

these new essential services and tackle uncertain times ahead. 

I would like to thank all the volunteers who have contributed their time and

energy to the house this year. Also I would like to thank the RSNH Committee of

Management for your support and integrity over the past year. To the small

team of amazing staff here, I would like to thank and acknowledge your

dedication, tenacity and ability to adapt to a challenging year.
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LUCY EAMES

MANAGER
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2019 was a very successful year for playgroups at RSNH. We had a number of

new families join and many familes return to our playgroup program. We

continued to collaborate with our local  maternal health nurses in Moreland,

Doris Blackburn Centre and Harnett House. We are so pleased to have

developed a strong relationship with these two services. It is great to have new

families referred by them to our playgroups and new parents groups. This

partnership is an important part of continuing to build relationships with our

local services and families.  

In 2019 we continued to host the Circle Of Security program run by Moreland

City Council. This program is designed to support parents to develop and meet

their child's social and emotional needs. It allowed us the opportunity to work

with new parents in the local area and develop a relationship based on care

and support. We were also happy to see that a number of families that came

from this program have continued on with one of our playgroups.  

Open Day 2019 was different to other years as it rained the whole day! Our

families kindly donated their baked goods to the playgroup fundraiser stall. We

had cakes, biscuits, pizza, and many delicious desserts to raise money to

purchase some gross motor skills equipment. 

Our partnership with Stott's College continued this year with students studying

a Diploma of Community Services joining us for their placement. The students

have assisted in our community playgroups by co-facilitating activities and

engaging with children. We were able to mentor them to reach their potential

in their studies.

Our Playgroup Christmas Party was absolutely fantastic again this year. All the

families commented that this was one of the best Playgroup Christmas parties

they have attended. We were joined by Ukulele Ewie who sang Christmas

songs with the children. This was a big hit with the children and parents. All our

families brought in a plate of food to share and Santa came to visit the

children in our sunny garden. There was a hilarious moment when Santa lost his

Santa pants but, luckily, had his jeans on. I thought I would include that in the

annual report as it was a highlight of the day! We were all united in laughter.

All of our children received a present from Santa, catering for each age group



with an age appropriate book. The children played and families made new

friendships with each other. It really was an impressive day. Everyone went

home exhausted and completely happy.

I would like to acknowledge our playgroup volunteers: Antonella Erna, Claire

Peck and Tim Meighen for their consistent dedication and support.  We couldn't

run our playgroup program without you.

We had to say goodbye to Tim after 3 years as he commences his Diploma of

Early Childhood Education. He was a great support to me and an integral part

of the team! The children enjoyed playing with him and the families all liked

him. He will be very missed. We wish you all the best!

2020 has been a year like no other. We had so many families sign up to attend

Playgroup in term 1 and by the 2nd last week we could not continue. I have

continually kept in touch with families via our online google groups. During this

time we have made a video of story time and singing songs, we sent out links

to support Playgroup families with these challenging times, and every few

weeks we send the families activities they can do at home with their children.

We can’t wait to have our families back attending playgroups at the House.

I would like to acknowledge our wonderful families and hope 2021 will be a

better year where we can resume our Playgroups and be together as a

community.
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MERI CARNOVALE

PLAYGROUP COORDINATOR
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We had a great group of participants at our regular Work Readiness class. The

learners during the year increased their knowledge and social skills to help

them towards employment, volunteering and most importantly, to reduce their

feelings of isolation. Being part of a group once a week is important to the

learners, as it gives them the space to feel valued and to contribute to their

community.  

In October 2019 the group attended the Annual General Meeting as part of

their lesson plan and as house members. This is a great way of learning how an

AGM works and gives the learners an opportunity to understand how a work

environment functions.

This year, the Work Readiness participants took part the Sea is Sinking Project.

The project was designed to raise awareness of the impact of global warming

on our oceans. The learners made starfish, shells and other marine life to

contribute towards the exhibition. In November, the Work Readiness class went

on an excursion to see the opening of the exhibition. Our learners were so

excited to see their work in the exhibition. There were also contributions from

local schools and other community groups who joined in this project. After

seeing the amazing works, we all had lunch together in one of the local coffee

shops. 

We ended the year on a positive note with our Work Readiness morning tea

celebrations and the RSNH Christmas party. 

2020 had different plans to what we expected and due to COVID-19 we had

to end face to face classes in March. From here we moved the weekly class to

Zoom. This was a challenge for some of the learners with the need to transition

to online learning. We worked it out as a team and made sure we could all be

together on Fridays as we normally would. If any of the learners were unable to

log on I would call them or FaceTime them and made sure they were included

and able to join the group. 

We all adapted really well and for some of our learners this was their only

contact with other people during lockdown. We would discuss how the week

went for them and what was one thing that they enjoyed and gave them the

time to speak about anything they may be struggling during this time. 
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The move to online learning has been a learning curve for everyone. Planning

for classes takes time to work out how the learners will be able to interact in a

positive way, while also helping them with their learning goals. Considerations

in the planning have always been on what will keep them interested and

engaged. Learners have increased their knowledge of technology during

COVID which saw them go out of their comfort zone. We are very proud of our

learners for their effort, consistency and commitment to be part of our class

especially in this difficult time. A big thank you to all our learners in Work

Readiness!
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MERI CARNOVALE

WORK READINESS TUTOR



Travelling the world from your home with Google Maps and Google Street

view

Financial planning with spreadsheets

Planning and budgeting for an event

Creating story books in Word

Internet safety.

In some ways this year has been like every other. The attendees of both our

computer classes were able to develop a wide range of digital literacy skills

that will enable them to navigate the ever changing digital world we now live

in.  They were also able to learn how to enhance their lives through the use of

the multitude of tools that the internet provides.

Our sessions involved:

It was also a year unlike any other.  Like most of the world, we were required to

move our classes from face to face in the classroom to online learning

platforms. Although the move online did not come without its difficulties, it has

meant that as well as developing their general digital literacy skills they are

also now experts in the use of both Zoom and Google Hangouts. 

This year we lost one of our long term students Elaine Kecorius after a short

illness. She will be deeply missed around the Neighbourhood House.

We look forward to next year and getting back to in person classes. Until then,

thank you to everyone for your continued participation in Computer classes at

RSNH.
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DANIEL MAKOWSKI

COMPUTER TUTOR
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Ciao everyone! Let me start by saying that I have been very pleasantly

surprised with how well the online Italian classes have been running. Classes

have been more of a social activity this year, given the difficult circumstances

we are all faced with. These days, many of us have very little social interaction

between people, so it has been a good way to escape the drama of our lives

and sometimes vent our frustrations. However, it's mainly been a good chance

to have a laugh and catch up with each other. This term has been more

relaxed with less focus on learning heaps of new things and more focus on

spending time with each other, going over the things we already know. I hope

to see all my students again next year!
MICHAEL GAMBINO

ITALIAN TUTOR

Italian Intermediate

In class this year, beginner learners worked with an Australian English resource

called ‘Maybe Next Year’ by Clare Harris. This book provided a framework for

our learning and for getting to know each other better. Together we learnt the

basic vocabulary and grammar needed to talk about ourselves and others. We

almost always ended up talking about food! Other topics we covered include

our daily schedule, talking about routines and our abilities and skills. It was a

pleasure to teach this class and I enjoyed seeing learners participate with

greater confidence each week.

Basic English
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Class with Intermediate learners really took off early this year as we explored

the topic of space travel, imagining what it would be like to live on an

International Space Station. We learnt how astronauts cook in space and

discussed what life would be like if we lived there. Interestingly, lots of our

reflections centred on life on Earth, what makes life here special and what

we’d miss if we were to leave it all behind. Themes of connection to family and

place emerged in our conversation and it was a pleasure for me to hear the

learners’ insights around this. Intermediate English continued in the second

lockdown, and our exploration of the themes of space travel earlier in the year

seemed to mirror our transition to life online.

Intermediate English

A large part of Conversation class each week allowed space for…

conversation! I provided topics for discussion and learners also brought topics

to class. In addition, we spent time focusing on difficult aspects of English

pronunciation. Each week, we looked at a different set of sounds,

experimenting with the muscle movements of the articulatory setting needed to

make these sounds. The mixed-level group of learners seemed to enjoy this

focus on pronunciation, and working on the sounds of English benefited

everyone, regardless of level. Conversation class continued during the second

lockdown and the learners’ first activity was to create a Lockdown Survival

Guide together and to reflect on and share our experiences of lockdown.

Glenda, who attends class as a volunteer, continues to join us each week via

Zoom from Queensland and it’s been lovely to hear her news and to keep in

touch.
CRAIG BURGESS

ENGLISH TUTOR

English Conversation
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The group gets together on Friday afternoons where we all like to express

ourselves through rhythm and drumming. We spend a bit of time learning a

basic rhythm but mostly people enjoy the rhythm games and jamming together.

There are a number of instruments to play but the Djembe (hand drum) is the

most popular. A game we like to play is for someone to say something they like

and then to play how it sounds on the drum. For example someone could say “I

like peanut butter” and then everyone would play how this sounded.

We were excited to perform at the 2019 Open Day where we played a basic

West African rhythm on stage. After that we had a small drum circle where

anyone could join in and start jamming on any instrument they wanted. We had

a group of 10 at one stage. We played non stop for half an hour which was a

lot of fun.

It’s been a pleasure facilitating such a keen group of drummers. The fun and

energy that is generated by the group has been a joy to experience. Everyone

has missed playing together this year and hope to return bigger and better in

the future.
JOHN COUTANCHE

RHYTHM AND DRUMMING GROUP LEADER

Rhythm and Drumming Group

Our regular singing group meet every Friday. This year we were excited to

welcome new singers joining our wonderful regular participants. With our new

members, we have been able to incorporate guitar to accompany our singing.

Our group is open to anyone who enjoys singing and brings participants

together to support others with additional needs. Our singing community is

about all participants enjoying their time singing, being part of the community

and the opportunity of performing. Thank you everyone for another wonderful

year.
MERI CARNOVALE

SINGING BY DAY GROUP LEADER

Singing By Day
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2020 saw the start of our new Sewing for Beginners program. We had

participants with either basic or no sewing experience. The class ran through

basic machine knowledge, different stitches, using basic patterns and

constructing simple projects. The last few lessons were dedicated to

participants focusing on guided personal projects. Term one wrapped up a

week early due to COVID but the interest from the community for future

classes has us excited to return.
RUBY WALKER-SMITH 

SEWING TUTOR

Sewing for Beginners
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Mind Warriors is a peer-to-peer support group that runs weekly meetings. The

aim of the group is to bring people together and provide a safe, respectful,

honest, confidential space where we can have open and honest discussions

and share our feelings. This group is made up of individuals from different

backgrounds and experiences that are like-minded. The group has been

running for over a year now and currently comprises over 350 members on

MeetUp, which continue to grow on a daily basis. This year has added more

complexities to mental health with the sudden changes occurring due to the

COVID-19 pandemic. However, the group continues to run its weekly support

meetings via Zoom and is hoping to return to our weekly face-to-face meeting

at the Neighbourhood House. Aside from our weekly support groups I have also

been running a variety of social activities on the weekends, which has brought

our members closer together. I am proud to say that real friendships and bonds

have been made and there is now a strong support network between our

members. Our social events have included free tennis, coffee catch-ups,

bicycle rides along beach road, dinner nights, going to dog cafes and recently

we have been playing games on the internet. The group continues to grow in

strength and numbers and all the members have done amazing work helping

others in times of great adversity. I would like to thank all the members and the

Neighbourhood House for allowing this group to be a true success. I am so

proud of what we have achieved this year.
GEANETTE ARACENA

MIND WARRIORS GROUP LEADERS

Mind Warriors

We smashed it! What a fabulous turn out this year. 2020 saw everyone eager

to start the year fresh and energised after Christmas.  We worked on a variety

of skills this year which helped improve our stamina and strength. Everyone

comes to these classes to achieve something different and our class gives

them the chance to feel good about themselves.

Cardio  Circuit



SUE BROUMOS

CIRCUIT, STRETCH, PILATES, AND BOOTCAMP INSTRUCTOR
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These amazing group of women always surprise me. This year we focused more

on balance and gentle stretching and strength. Some also enjoyed the chance

to incorporate some light dumbbell work to improve their strength.

Stretch & Strength for Older Women

BANG! What a fabulous year. We welcomed back existing students and were

please to be joined by some new faces. The focus, this year, was the 6

principals of Pilates. Working on this has made everyone feel amazing after

each session. Keep up the good work.

Pilates 

Oh my! This small group of ladies attend more than one class a week and their

overall fitness has improved drastically.  It's important to add a variety of styles

in your workout to improve your overall health and well being. We achieved a

lot in our small class session based on better observation and time with each

student. It is amazing to have the opportunity to form friendships in a lovely,

laid back environment.  Don’t be fooled we work hard but most importantly we

have FUN!

Bootcamp

MERI CARNOVALE

BELLY DANCING GROUP LEADER

Belly dancing in 2019/20 was as fun as always. Although it was cut short in

2020, we had three regular participants attend: Mary Grace, her daughter

Elleni, and Claire Peck. This year we incorporated drumming to dance to, by

our newest participant, Anne Erna. We got to show this off at the 2019 Open

Day where two dancers performed to Anne’s drumming. On the day we were

lucky enough to be joined by Adua Merola from the Rhythm and Drumming

Group as an additional drummer. It was a wonderful day for all of us and we

look forward to dancing together again.

Belly Dancing
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It has been an ongoing delight teaching yoga to our local community

especially preceding the time of the pandemic, where resilience and

connection are needed more than ever. The themes that we explored over

2019/20 were “Emergence: Honour, Unfurl, Blossom”, “Cultivate: Invite, Nurture,

Be” and "Connection: Self, Others, Omniscience”. Using yoga as a tool to

manage everyday stressors, to self-regulate and find peace via breath,

movement and meditation are methods that we can employ in our homes and

in times of physical and social isolation to connect to ourselves. The

commitment of students turning up to class and their ability to let go of the day

were joys that could be seen on their faces. I look forward to sharing more of

yoga when classes return where the practice is inclusive of all bodies and all

people.
KATE CHEUNG 

YOGA INSTRUCTOR

Kundalini Yoga and Meditation
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As a mid-winter event and fundraiser we decided to hold a soup party for the

community. We had all our food donated by the local Coburg Market and

volunteers, including staff, helped to cook and serve the soups. It was a

successful day with many locals and young families attending. 

Winter Warmers Soup Festival
18 August 2019

We hosted a Community Garage Sale as part of the Garage Sale Trail in 2019,

a national event held on 19 October. We had a stall of donated goods to raise

money for the house and community members were invited to have their own

stalls and tables. Through selling coffee and cakes on the day as well as our

second-hand goods we were able to raise money for the House and our

programs.

Community Garage Sale
19 October 2019

The AGM was an opportunity for us to review the 2018/19 financial year and

we also unveiled the upgrade to the front of the house. The event was well

attended by 15 members and 15 observers. We were pleased to be joined by Cr

Sue Bolton, our guest speaker, who said some very positive words about the

work we do at RSNH. Federal MP, Peter Khallil and Peter Mckie of the Directors

of Strathmore Community Bendigo Bank also attended as VIPs and assisted

with the unveiling of the front entrance.

Annual General Meeting and Front Upgrade Launch
11 October 2019
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Our Open Day is our main event for the year which aims to raise awareness

about the house and what we offer and engage our local community. Despite

the rain, the day was a success, with around 70 people attending throughout

the day who enjoyed live music, food and children’s craft activities. The day

culminated in a group drumming session outside, just as the sun came out.

Thank you to everyone who attended!

Open Day
26 October 2019

Our annual Christmas party is an opportunity for us to celebrate the end of

year with our friends at RSNH. We enjoyed a beautiful buffet lunch whilst

enjoying some live music in our backyard.

RSNH Christmas Party
13 December 2019
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Fermenting Community Garden Produce - 12 September 2019

Spring Planting  - 26 October 2019

First Aid Level 1 and CPR Training  - 4 February 2020

Passatta Making  - 14 March 2020

Our workshop program provides experiences for people to learn and connect

with each other or to gain skills and qualifications. 
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Caring Together is a partnership project with a number of local residential care

facilities. Into it's 5th year, Meri Carnovale (project manager) and a group of

dedicated volunteers provide respite activities for the residents and their

carers.   

A highlight of the year was a painting activity with the residents at Bupa and a

wonderful Christmas party with Gilgunya/Wintringham. The art activity at Bupa

was designed to help stimulate residents fine motor skills, cognitive skills and

creative abilities. It was also very therapeutic for them. The residents relaxed

and chatted while painting with volunteers and staff. There were some

residents that could not actually hold the brush and our volunteers were there

to support them by painting for them, helping them choose colours and working

together to paint a picture in their favourite style. The residents also painted

their own coaster with trees to keep or give as gifts. 

Our Christmas party at Gilgynya/Wintringham was also a success and a lovely

way to end the year. We all came together at Reynard Street Neighbourhood

House for a lovely afternoon tea and sing-a-long, where the residents all

received a small gift.  

Another aspect of the Caring Together Project is the integration of an ACFE

course called Introduction to Event Planning and Volunteering. This year we

adapted our program to continue on Zoom after first term of 2020. To keep

our participants engaged, each person developed a session plan to teach the

rest of the group a particular skill or activity such as a makeup tutorial,

decorating with food, making Italian biscuits, cooking Savoirdi and Phillipino

Egg Drop Soup, and making a board game from items at home including a

paper dice. Our participants put so much time and effort into running these

sessions. It was lovely to work in our own kitchen together to cook up a storm or

show off our new eyebrows or play board games together over Zoom.

The program has been suspended due to COVID-19. We look forward to

resuming our activities in this area as soon as possible.

Thank you and well done to all of our participants for another great year.
MERI CARNOVALE

PROJECT MANAGER
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The Supported Training Pathways Project was run for the second time in 2019-

20, this instance being funded through The Inner North Foundation. The project

built on the previous year’s success by developing new employment pathways

for unemployed, vulnerable and at risk community members. Although the

second half of the project was unable to be completed due to the COVID-19

pandemic, we were still able to undertake several espresso coffee making

workshops and community lunch training sessions. A previous student who

completed placement with us - Rani Pavia, returned as a tutor and lead 4

sessions on the coffee cart. We trained a total of 20 participants in basic

espresso coffee making skills. They were referred via Matchworks, Sydney Road

Community School, atWork and RSNH English classes. We were fortunate to

have had a representative from Workways (Brunswick and Glenroy) attend the

house on two occasions for a drop-in resume writing clinic.

For this project, we also partnered with Santa Maria College with the aim of

students in their senior year attending 6 community lunches and assisting with

the preparation, cooking and serving of nutritious meals for the community.

Santa Maria generously donated some aprons, hair nets and other PPE for the

kitchen. We hope to reinstate and continue to strengthen this partnership in the

future.

Despite the pandemic interfering with the second half of the project, we aim

to continue and complete some of the training we started in late 2019 when

possible. Although this is no longer a funded program, plans for the future

include maintaining contact with participants, assisting them with job

applications and interview skills; and providing a reference on their resumes.

We have maintained contact with several students from previous rounds of this

project and continue to support them in their job seeking efforts and via

volunteering opportunities on our coffee cart. We hope to assist some of this

year’s program participants to undertake accredited Safe Food Handling

certification when possible.
HANNAH EVANS

PROJECT COORDINATOR
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A new gardening program was commenced in late 2019, with the aim of

providing an inclusive and welcoming environment for participants with

disabilities. With funding supplied through Australia Post, we undertook to

foster a friendly and supportive weekly gardening group. Coinciding with

Friday’s community lunches, we had a diverse group of 8 – 14 people each

week.

Starting with a simple set task each week (seed storing and labelling, planting

seedlings, harvesting vegetables, pruning, watering and weeding) we adjusted

each task to suit individual needs and interests. Although the focus was on

socialising, personal development and respite, we managed to achieve a lot of

work in the garden. New garden beds and paths were created, large piles of

compost and mulch shovelled into place and existing plants carefully

maintained.

Even if an individual wanted to just relax and chat with a coffee, they could be

present in the garden while others pottered around them for company. We saw

many new friendships formed over the first 6 months of the project and really

missed the friendly faces when the pandemic restrictions came into place. We

are looking forward to seeing our participants again, some of whom have been

in lockdown in their accommodation since the end of March (at the time of

writing).

The group worked very well together, however, it highlighted the need for

experienced garden volunteers with an interest in personal support and

disability advocacy to also be involved. Just before the pandemic we were

working on a partnership with RMIT to organise some Disability and Individual

Support students to undertake placement with us in the Social Gardening

Group. We hope to pick up where we left off in this regard, hopefully in 2021. A

special thankyou is extended to our long-term volunteer John Coutanche who

has provided essential support and assistance in running this program. I

wouldn’t have been able to facilitate such a diverse and engaging group

without his help, thank you John!
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We had so many positive, enthusiastic and inspiring characters attend our

Friday gardening sessions, it’s difficult to put into words. Instead, we invite you

to join us for some gardening, friendship and hilarious lunch conversations in

2021!
HANNAH EVANS

PROJECT COORDINATOR
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Through our partnership with Open Table and Corrections Victoria, we

continued to run our Community Lunches until we ceased operations in March.

The weekly lunches attract up to 50 people who enjoy an array of healthy and

delicious dishes.
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Volunteers continue to bring a wealth of knowledge, compassion and general

hard-work and elbow-grease to the RSNH community. In doing so, they

strengthen our programs and uplift and support other community members. 

Before the COVID-19 pandemic struck, we were able to offer our volunteers a

mutually beneficial opportunity to upskill, gain confidence, network, practice

language skills, combat social isolation and feel good about giving back to

their community.

From July 2019 to March 2020 volunteers contributed countless hours of

gardening, playgroup support, coffee making, cooking, marketing, event

planning, English tutoring and admin assistance as part of our regular

programs. On top of this, volunteers made an invaluable contribution to house

care, cleaning and maintenance, transport, fundraising, supporting other

volunteers, weekend gardening workshops and collecting donations.

Outside of regular hours, core RSNH staff undertook many hours of unpaid

volunteer work throughout the year at events such as Open Day, Bunnings

sausage sizzles, garage sale trail and garden working bees. Committee of

Management members volunteered their time once a month to undertake

governance for the house which is much appreciated.

We have had several students completing Community Services and Bachelor of

Education courses complete their work placement at RSNH. These students

were enthusiastic and helpful towards house programs and staff throughout

their time here.

I would like to offer a special thank you to volunteers Froso Siatos and Anne

Erna for their ongoing dedication and hard work in our emergency food relief

program during the COVID-19 pandemic. I would also like to thank garden

volunteers John Coutanche, Simon Eastman and Ed Robinson for assisting in

keeping the community garden flourishing despite lockdown restrictions.

HANNAH EVANS

VOLUNTEER COORDINATOR
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Adua Merola

Ailisa Gurung

Angela Marsicovetere

Antonella Erna

Araminta Miller

Brenda Lo

Claire Peck

Cypress Oliphant

Denise McLaughlan

Dianne Liquorish

Eliza Metcalfe

Emily Mellon

Erin Dale

Frank Tuiloma

Froso Siatos

Glenda Pascoe

Graham Abbott

Graham Cole

Hoang Huynh

Isatu Koroma

Janet Rose

Jesse Overton

John Countanch

Katherine Thorn

Kenneth Lim

Kimberley Moran

Lee Giangrace

Les Toth

Levenia Ng

Lynette Giles

Maria Larubina

Marian Despotovoski

Mark Sugarmeli

Mary Goliopoulos 

Mary-Grace Giovanakis

Michael Riley

Mirko Glavac

Nando Campagna

Natalie Nigol

Neryl Jeanneret

Owen Martin

Phillipa Day

Rani Pavia

Raymond Wong

Sam Rosso

Sharee Palmieri

Simon Eastman

Stuart Taylor

Therese Gorter

Thi Huyen Nguyen

Tim Meighen

Tomas Grgat

Tong Guan

Vera Joosten

Vicky Stylianidis

Vig (Matthew) Mok

Xiaodan (Amy) Qiu


